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Responses to Suggested Topics 

 

1. Utilization of certified software for sales and use tax administration and collection 
of state and local sales and use tax. 

 
a. The company must be AvaTax Calculation Customer.  AvaTax is Avalara’s real-

time tax calculation system. 
b. All transactions for an SST customer for SST states need to be processed and 

reported through AvaTax 
c. Must map item codes to Certified SST Tax Codes 
d. Must pass an invoice item descriptions 
e. Must pass a street level address 
f. Must supply exemption certificate information into AvaTax prior to an exempt 

transaction being processed. 
 

2. The feasibility of a software company being the "third-party entity responsible for 
state or local sales and use tax administration, return processing, and audits." 

 
a. It depends on the definition of “responsible.” 
b. In Colorado this must also include local governments, and especially the self-

administered locals. 
c. SST states holds us liable for everything. 
d. In our contracts with our customers we can pass that liability on to our customers 

for those things that are their fault. 
e. SST states are required to give us notice on state and local rate changes, local 

boundary changes, and state and local taxability changes. 
f. SST states also give us liability relief for everything they provide to us.  if the 

state is wrong, neither us nor our customers are held liable for that error. 
g. SST states audit us for our SST customers. Where the SST customer does not 

have nexus the audit is only a sales tax audit. The state only looks at sales, 
which we give to them electronically. Those audits are mostly about nontaxed 
transactions, but on occasion also include complicated issues like software as a 
service.  If the customer has nexus, then the audit is both sales and use tax.  We 
respond to the sales tax questions and the customer responds to the use tax 
questions. 

 
 

 

Attachment C



 

3. The average cost of the products/services that the companies provide.  
 

a. Craig Johnson from SST will cover what SST pays Avalara and other SST 
Certified Service Providers. 

b. Regarding non-SST companies:  
i. All of Avalara’s solutions are delivered as Software as a Service solutions 

which lowers both the upfront start-up costs and internal IT support costs 
for companies.   

ii.  Depending on the size of business and what services a company 
licenses from Avalara, the annual cost can range greatly….from as little 
as a few hundred dollars a year to mid-five figures or higher.   

iii. AvaTax, our real-time tax calculation engine is typically priced based on 
the number of transactions for which taxes are calculated   

iv. The pricing for our returns solutions are based upon the number of 

returns generated and filed.     
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